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Veishea cherry pies, an 
eight decade-old ISU tradi-
tion, was suspended this 
year due to the cancellation 
of Veishea.
Student managers and 
staff spend months pro-
ducing more than 10,000 
cherry pies that are nor-
mally sold during Veishea.
The proceeds from the 
pies normally go toward 
paying off raw costs of in-
gredients, some marketing 
and student scholarships, 
said Dr. Robert Bosselman, 
professor and chairman of 
the department of appar-
el, events and hospitality 
management.
Bosselman said all 
ingredients for these pies 
are received through ISU 
Dining. Before Veishea was 
suspended, the outer pas-
try shells and the filling for 
the pies had already been 
made.
After the decision was 
made to cancel Veishea, it 
was decided that all cherry 
pie ingredients would stay 
with ISU Dining for repur-
posing, Bosselman said.
“The outer pastry shell 
may be used over the sum-
mer to feed kids from youth 
programs,” Bosselman said. 
“The cherry filling could 
possibly be used for cherry 
cobbler or cherry crisp.”
Bosselman said he 
doesn’t believe these ingre-
dients will be used to make 
cherry pies, but he said the 
decision of what will be 
made with the ingredients 
is up to ISU Dining.
“Where we are at right 
now is working together 
to figure out what costs 
actually went into all of 
this. Those costs will be 
incorporated into some 
sort of summation report,” 
Bosselman said.
This report will then 
go to the provost, who will 
evaluate all of those costs, 
Bosselman said. He said the 
provost has made it very 
clear that all students will 
still be given their promised 
scholarship money.
Because everything is 
being worked out with ISU 
Dining, everything is pan-
ning out like normal finan-
cially, and this will cause no 
debt, Bosselman said.
Bosselman also said 
that they are pretty much 
right on schedule with the 
scholarships, as they are 
normally given around fi-
nals time. He said that the 
actual monetary values are 
the only missing element.
Reflecting on the emo-
tional effects that the can-
cellation of Veishea cherry 
pies had, Bosselman said 
it highlighted how much 
cherry pies meant to peo-
ple around Ames.
“Not just people on 
campus — we were getting 
calls from people all over 
saying ‘please tell me there 
will still be cherry pies,’” 
Bosselman said.
Looking forward, 
Bosselman said he is 
optimistic.
“My hope for the fu-
ture is that, because cherry 
pies pre-date Veishea it-
self, we would be allowed 
to continue cherry pies,” 
Bosselman said.
Garrett King, sopho-
more in civil engineering, 
said he hopes the cherry 
pie tradition continues, re-
gardless of whether or not 
Veishea does.
“I’ve heard nothing 
but good things about the 
cherry pies. I planned on 
buying a few this year be-
fore Veishea was canceled,” 
King said.
Bosselman said aside 
from the fact that people 
love the pies, he hopes 
the tradition continues 
because it is a great op-
portunity for students to 
experience a large-scale 
production.
“It takes a lot of plan-
ning and thinking, and it’s 
a great experience for our 
students to get involved 
and manage this event,” 
Bosselman said.
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WHERE’S YOUR
DATA?
Around 29,000 students 
enrolled between 1995 and 
2012 may have had their 
Social Security numbers com-
promised due to a security 
breach affecting five depart-
mental servers on campus. 
Officials said they believe 
the hackers that breached five 
campus network servers were 
using computers to generate 
bitcoins.
Jonathan Wickert, se-
nior vice president and pro-
vost, said the IT department 
discovered software on the 
servers that was uploaded by 
hackers. The servers are net-
work-attached storage devic-
es, which Wickert described 
as a special kind of computer.
“What we found is that 
we had some computers on 
campus that were doing un-
usually large amount of com-
puting. They were extra busy,” 
Wickert said.
The software loaded onto 
the servers were part of a pro-
cess called bitcoin mining, 
Wickert said. Bitcoins are gen-
erated as a reward for users 
who offer computing power 
and record payments in a 
public ledger. The bitcoins 
are then created as a digital 
form of money that can be 
exchanged for merchandise 
anonymously.
“These criminals broke 
into a couple of our comput-
ers and wanted to use our 
computers for their calcula-
tions. By using our computers 
and other computers around 
the world, they could have 
many computers all at once 
doing these calculations,” 
Wickert said.
The university discovered 
the breach February 28 and 
repaired the networks over 
the weekend so they were 
again secure March 3, Wickert 
said. No data files or financial 
information was breached.
“At that point, we put 
together a team of people 
on campus: campus police, 
IT, my office. We then began 
scanning the entire network, 
all 100,000 devices connected 
to our network,” Wickert said. 
“We removed the comput-
ers that were infected, took 
them offline. We actually de-
leted the files and destroyed 
those particular computers 
because we knew they were 
vulnerable.”
Wickert said it was not 
until an analysis was com-
pleted March 17 that they 
determined that three out 
of the five servers contained 
class lists from 1995 to 2012, 
which is an issue because 
Social Security numbers were 
used as university IDs up until 
2005.
Some compromised serv-
ers contained Social Security 
numbers of students who took 
a class in computer science 
from 1995 to 2005. Numbers 
of students enrolled in world 
languages and cultures from 
2004, 2007 and 2011 to 2012 
may also be compromised.
The university ID num-
bers are paired with a pass-
word and are only useable on-
campus. Wickert said those 
numbers are not of as high of 
an importance.
“We have no evidence 
that the class lists were viewed. 
We have no evidence that the 
class lists were downloaded. 
We think what these hackers 
were doing is they wanted to 
have these computers do all 
these bitcoin calculations,” 
Wickert said. “So we have no 
evidence that they accessed 
those class lists, but we’re just 
being cautious and notifying 
everybody.”
An email and a hard-
copy letter have been sent 
out to current students at the 
address listed for them on 
AccessPlus. Students enrolled 
Bitcoins at heart 
of server breach, 
ISU offers identity 
protection service
By Makayla.Tendall
@iowastatedaily.com
Emily Hecht/Iowa State Daily
From 48,729 of the total student names, 29,780 were students 
from 1995 to 2005. The other 18,949 were student IDs from 2005 
to the present, and 7,000 of those are current students.
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Veishea cherry pies, an eight decade-old ISU tradition, was 
suspended this year due to the cancellation of Veishea. All 
ingredients for the pies are recived through ISU Dining.
Veishea pie ingredients go 
to ISU Dining services
By Colby.Siebersma
@iowastatedaily.com
As the Star Spangled 
Banner rang out across 
Central Campus during 
the Change of Command 
ceremony, even those 
playing under the campa-
nile, stopped to honor the 
nation.
A clear, sunny day 
greeted the attendees of 
the Tri-Service Change of 
Command ceremony on 
Tuesday as the three ROTC 
programs changed out 
their commanding officers 
for the fall semester.
The positions ap-
pointed were Air Force 
Cadet Wing Commander, 
Army Cadet Battalion 
Commanding Officer 
and Navy Cadet Battalion 
Commanding Officer. 
Outgoing officers were 
Kevin Mazurowski, Zach 
Graham and Kelly Larkin 
respectively.
“We have a rich his-
tory of culture and tradi-
tion,” said guest speaker 
Tom Hill, senior vice 
president of student af-
fairs. “But at the core is our 
commitment, our deter-
mination, our self-respect 
to our country and to the 
people we care about.”
Hill congratulated the 
inductees and thanked the 
military members for their 
service, remarking his ad-
miration for their dedica-
tion and integrity.
“This country is in 
great shape,” Dr. Hill said. 
“Because of young people 
like you. It’s because of you 
that we enjoy all the privi-
leges that we do.”
The new Navy 
Battalion Commanding 
Officer is Genevieve 
Halvorsen, senior in cu-
linary science-human 
sciences.
Halvorsen said she 
has several goals for the 
next semester, like keeping 
the drill program strong 
and providing more lead-
ership opportunities for 
freshman.
“It provides a really 
good base foundation,” 
Halvorsen said. “As they 
come and tackle those 
larger leadership roles 
they’re more prepared and 
they’re more confident.”
Halvorsen also said 
she’d like to promote the 
Naval ROTC as much as 
she can, as Iowa State is 
the only Iowan university 
with such a program.
Peighton MacLeod, 
the new cadet wing com-
mander of the air force 
and senior in aerospace 
engineering, discussed the 
interview process and the 
candidate’s wing packet.
“For this next semes-
ter I redid the whole PT 
Program,” MacLeod said. 
“I’m really looking for-
ward to putting that into 
action.”
Blake Lanser/Iowa State Daily
Members of Army, Navy, Marine and Air Force ROTC participated in the Change of Command 
ceremony yesterday. Senior Vice President of Student Affairs Thomas Hill was the speaker. 
Fall ROTC officers inducted at 
Change of Command ceremony
By William.Dyke
@iowastatedaily.com
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Ames Mayor Ann Campbell was ad-
mitted to the hospital on Tuesday morn-
ing after suffering a heart attack.
Campbell is out of a successful surgery 
and city spokespeople and Campbell’s 
brother stated in a press release she is ex-
pected to make a full recovery.
“Mayor Ann is a resilient and strong 
woman,” said Matthew Goodman, coun-
cilman. “We expect to see her back in this 
seat soon.”
Campbell had been a member of the 
Ames City Council for sixteen years prior 
to her election as mayor. Her experience 
includes former board member positions 
with the League of Women Voters, Youth 
and Shelter Services, Heartland Senior 
Services and a president’s position with 
the Iowa Peace Institute.
Prior to her work for the city of 
Ames, Campbell was a teacher in Boston, 
Thailand and held a professorship with 
Des Moines Area Community College after 
receiving her B.A. from Grinnell College 
and her M.A. from Brown University.
Campbell was first elected as mayor 
of Ames in 2006 and has since been re-
elected twice [2009 and 2013].
“Ames has been my home for many 
years, and it is a community filled with 
good people, great hope and tremendous 
promise. It is my privilege to give back 
to this city by serving as mayor because 
I believe in its future,” Campbell said in 
a biography posted on the city of Ames 
webpage.
Spokespersons for the city have not 
been able to comment specifically on 
Campbell’s condition at this time.
Mayor suffers 
heart attack, 
recovering
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Ames Mayor Ann Campbell suffered a 
heart attack Tuesday morning and is cur-
rently out of a successful surgery.
By Stephen.Snyder
@iowastatedaily.com
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The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Police Blotter 
April 19
An individual reported damage 
to a number of bike tires at 
Buchanan Hall (reported at 7:19 
p.m.).
April 20
Brandon Anderson, 19, 8234 
Willow Hall, was arrested and 
charged with possession of a 
controlled substance with intent 
to deliver, possession of drug 
paraphernalia and underage 
possession of alcohol. Jacob 
Spenner, 20, 8234 Willow Hall, 
was arrested and charged with 
possession of a controlled 
substance with intent to deliver 
and underage possession of 
alcohol at Willow Hall (reported 
at 12:05 a.m.).
April 21
An individual reported damage 
to a restroom at Lebaron Hall. 
The incident occurred sometime 
since 04/19/14 (reported at 4:52 
a.m.). 
An individual reported damage 
to a restroom at Gilman Hall 
(reported at 7:03 a.m.). 
An officer investigated a 
property damage collision at 
Beach Road and Wallace Road 
(reported at 11:04 a.m.). 
An individual reported damage 
to a restroom at Parks Library 
(reported at 11:12 a.m.). 
An officer investigated a 
property damage collision at Lot 
112A (reported at 7:48 p.m.). 
Nathan Cannon, 34, 1305 Idaho 
Drive, was arrested and charged 
with operating while intoxicated 
at Ash Avenue and Lincoln Way 
(reported at 10:08 p.m.). 
Officers checked the welfare 
of a resident who was possibly 
experiencing emotional 
difficulties at Frederiksen Court 
(reported at 9:23 p.m.). 
Matthew Krueger, 18, 2238 
Willow Hall, was arrested and 
charged with possession of 
a controlled substance (two 
counts), possession of drug 
paraphernalia and underage 
possession of alcohol. 
Samuel Morris, 18, 2238 
Willow Hall, was arrested and 
charged with possession of 
a controlled substance (two 
counts) and possession of drug 
paraphernalia at Willow Hall 
(reported at 11:26 p.m.).
The Iowa Board of 
Regents has a full two-day 
schedule for their April 
meeting.
Iowa State will be 
looking to approve a new 
scoreboard purchase for 
the south end zone of Jack 
Trice Stadium, continued 
construction on Hach Hall 
and raising rates for 2014-
15 housing and dining.
The property and facil-
ities committee will discuss 
this today.
The board will also be 
receiving reports on stu-
dent financial aid and fac-
ulty salary issues.
An update on the ef-
ficiency will also be given, 
said Sheila Koppin, com-
munications director for 
the board.
Jack Trice Stadium
The board approved 
the Jack Trice Stadium ad-
dition and Green Space 
Project in February. Part of 
this is replacing the existing 
south end zone seating and 
upgrading the video score-
board and sound system.
Iowa State is looking 
to approve a new video 
scoreboard purchase from 
Daktronics, Inc. The cur-
rent estimate for the video 
board and sound system 
improvements is about $2.3 
million, according to the 
board docket item.
The Green Space 
Project will develop the 
space between Reiman 
Gardens and the stadium 
as a green space. This 
would renovate the en-
try to the gardens and the 
south entry to Iowa State. 
Parking would also change, 
but there are no maps 
completed.
Warren Madden, se-
nior vice president of busi-
ness and finance, said the 
whole project will cost 
about $60 million. Roy and 
Bobbi Reiman provided an 
initial $25 million gift and 
the athletic department will 
provide the rest through 
fundraising and ticket sales, 
Madden said.
Hach Hall
Hach Hall, a chemistry 
building on campus, was 
finished in 2010. Madden 
said the basement level 
laboratories were not fin-
ished because there wasn’t 
enough faculty and staff 
to support that many 
laboratories.
The board must ap-
prove the revised $4.8 mil-
lion budget in order to fin-
ish the project.
If approved, Madden 
said the expected comple-
tion would be either sum-
mer or fall of 2015.
Room and board rates
Residence and dining 
rates are up for viewing an 
increase of about 1.4 per-
cent. Madden said this is 
done in two phases: receiv-
ing the rates at this meeting 
and then approving them at 
the next.
The 1.4 percent aver-
age is based on a double 
room and standard meal 
plan.
This is the smallest in-
crease of the three regent 
universities. University of 
Iowa expects a 3.46 percent 
increase and University of 
Northern Iowa projects 2.89 
percent increase, according 
to the board docket item.
Madden said he ex-
pects Iowa State’s increase 
is to offset the cost of higher 
food and labor prices.
“I think we’re effi-
cient and well-managed,” 
Madden said of Iowa State’s 
increase being the smallest. 
“We house and feed more 
students than the other two 
universities.”
Financial aid report
The board will view an 
annual report describing 
the amount of financial aid 
awarded to the regent uni-
versities. Types of financial 
aid considered are in the 
form of grants, loans and 
on-campus employment, 
according to the docket 
item.
The docket item lists 
that in 2012-13, the total 
amount of financial aid 
given to students at the 
public universities was 
$998,258,155. This is an in-
crease of .5 percent from 
the previous year.
According to the dock-
et item, $480,548,056 finan-
cial aid came from federal, 
state, institutional and oth-
er loans.
Of the three regent uni-
versities, Iowa State has the 
largest average of students 
who graduate with debt. 
The average debt for gradu-
ating Iowa State students 
was $29,458 in 2012-13.
A goal of the statewide 
university efficiency review 
is to reduce student debt, 
regents have said.
Anyone can listen live 
to the regent meeting at the 
board’s website: regents.
iowa.gov
Multiple items on Regents’ two-day schedule
By Danielle.Ferguson
@iowastatedaily.com
Wednesday
George Washington 
Carver Life and Legacy 
Symposium
When: 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
What:
A daylong sym-
posium that will 
celebrate Carver’s 
legacy and discuss 
how to recruit and 
retain students who 
can build on it.
Where:
Scheman Building
Calendar
Find out what’s going on, and share your event with the 
rest of campus on our website, at iowastatedaily.com.
City Council discusses research park  
expansion, bicycle options presented
Ames City Council discussed the 
proposal to annex south Ames at the 
City Council meeting Tuesday.
The annexation was request-
ed by the ISU Research Park, ISU 
Foundation, Hunziker Apartments, 
Reyes and RDJ Holdings, LLC. The an-
nexation would allow the ISU Research 
Park to expand 200 acres and would 
allow the development of 20 acres of 
housing designated for low-residency.
The council is concerned with 
creating property “islands,” unincor-
porated land that is surrounded by 
annexed land.
Verle Burgason of Burgason 
Enterprises, LLC, indicated that he is 
interested in joining the annexation. 
That would add 49 acres to the annex-
ation but would require the participa-
tion of five other properties in order to 
avoid creating an island.
“You get a sense tonight of how 
complicated this whole process is,” 
councilman Tim Gartin said.
The current boundaries of the an-
nexation includes a number of acres 
of land that are the property of non-
consenting landowners.
“We don’t really gain anything by 
being annexed,” said Daniel Fuchs, a 
non-consenting property owner.
The council passed the motion 
for staff to initiate annexation.
“I am looking forward to having 
a public hearing so we can get a com-
plete perspective,” Gloria Betcher, 
councilwoman, said.
The design plans for the Ames 
Community Development Park were 
discussed, as were the components of 
the covenant that rules the building of 
exterior designs.
A staff report on multi-modal 
transportation in Campustown ad-
dressed the safety concerns of bi-
cyclists and vehicles. A survey con-
ducted in May 2013 that received 500 
responses from bicyclists and busi-
ness owners was used to help focus 
the study on bicycle-vehicle collisions 
and prevention in Campustown.
Options such as installing bike 
lanes or bike sharrows on Welch 
Avenue and Chamberlain Street, in-
stalling bike detection sensors at in-
tersections and installing wayfinding 
signage were presented to the council. 
The bike lanes would affect parking 
in the district, which was noted as a 
challenge.
The plans acknowledged that 
other cities have confronted these 
types of problems before, and con-
sidered the solutions that have been 
implemented in other towns. The staff 
proposed testing different solutions in 
controlled situations before making 
major changes to infrastructure.
“I’m generally very much in sup-
port of the ideas that staff has laid 
out,” said Jill Zeal, a member of Ames 
Bicycle Coalition.
The council also heard and ap-
proved the request for a waiver of 
parking meter fees made by Ryan 
Francois, senior at Iowa State, for the 
“bloccupied” art installation. The 
temporary installation will take place 
Thursday through Sunday on Kellog 
Avenue.
By Kelsey.Batschelet
@iowastatedaily.com
MacLeod said she hoped that the new 
program would help to improve the PT 
scores overall. MacLeod also plans to re-
shape the peer mentorship goals to get the 
freshman acquainted with the program 
more quickly.
“I’m extremely honored to hold this 
position,” MacLeod said. “It’s been a tough 
three years to get here, and I look forward to 
working with all the new cadets.”
The Army Cadet Battalion 
Commanding Officer appointed was 
Andrew Kammerer, junior in supply chain 
management.
Ryan Hollman, detachment com-
mander for the Air Force program, dis-
cussed his role and the great work put forth 
by the Cadet Commanding Officers.
“They decide what the goals are for 
the other cadets,” Hollman said. “It’s their 
chance to get leadership opportunities and 
that’s the overall goal of the program.”
Never be unemployed unless you choose to be!
309 Kittyhawk Drive  |  515.956.3781  |  www.PCI-academy.com
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from 1995 to 2012 whose 
Social Security number or 
password may be compro-
mised are being notified 
through a letter in the mail, 
as well.
The university will 
provide a free year of credit 
and identity monitoring for 
former students with com-
promised Social Security 
numbers by AllClear, a firm 
specializing in computer 
security breaches.
“They’re providing the 
identity protection service, 
the credit monitoring ser-
vice,” Wickert said. “They’ll 
have a call center that’s 
staffed to answer questions, 
and really they’re just able 
to provide a high level of 
service.”
Wickert said the five 
infected servers have been 
destroyed and are planning 
to make passwords across 
the university stronger. 
Encrypting all university 
laptops and using a type of 
software that can identify 
where personal informa-
tion is stored on a network 
are also among the proac-
tive plans the university 
and IT will implement.
Synology, the com-
pany that designed the five 
hacked servers, is vulner-
able to hacking and similar 
instances with Synology 
servers have occurred 
around the globe, Wickert 
said.
“Not all computers are 
amenable to being hacked 
into like this, but this par-
ticular model, they figured 
out how to break into that 
one,” Wickert said.
Wickert said the IT de-
partment defends against 
dozens of possible breaches 
a day.
“This was one that got 
through. What we want to 
do is learn from it and get 
better at it,” Wickert said.
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The Inter-Residence Hall 
Association hosted Iowa State’s 
first ever role-playing Hunger 
Games on Tuesday. The event 
took place at 6 p.m. in the Free-
Speech Zone just south of Parks 
Library.
The Hunger Games was a 
live-action role-playing-style 
game based around the rules 
set by the Belegarth Medieval 
Combat Society. 
Available weapons included 
recreational versions of spears, 
swords, axes and projectiles 
donated by the ISU Tir Asleen 
Medieval Combat Society, a larp-
ing club.
Before the games began, 
students who brought friends 
as “sponsors” were given special 
perks depending on how many 
sponsors they had. One par-
ticipant from Helser was given a 
small melee weapon right away 
so that she didn’t have to scram-
ble for weapons like everyone 
else.
To start the games, students 
were placed in a circle around 
the pile of weapons. Once the 
sound of an air horn signaled 
the beginning of the games, par-
ticipants rushed to the middle of 
the ring to grab weapons.
“I ended up getting out pret-
ty early,” said freshman partici-
pant Eric Swanberg. “The guy to 
my left told me we should team 
up and then betrayed me as 
soon as he got to the weapons.”
To be eliminated, students 
had to get hit in the torso by an 
opponent. Each weapon had 
its own rule, meaning each one 
could only be used in a certain 
way. Projectiles, for instance, 
only counted when it hit the 
head.
“There were all kinds of 
weapons,” said Swanberg. “Some 
people were tactical about it 
and grabbed the light and agile 
weapons and others went for 
weapons that had more reach.”
During the 20 minutes that 
the game took place, students 
were eliminated one by one until 
a single victor remained.
“I was trying to keep track 
of as many movements as pos-
sible,” said winner Shane Blair. 
“Most of them, being inexperi-
enced in this kind of game, didn’t 
know exactly how to defend 
against certain kinds of attacks.”
Blair is a junior currently 
living in Buchanan Hall. He said 
that his experience with the ISU 
larping club gave him an advan-
tage in choosing what weapon to 
use.
“I used to be part of 
Belegarth,” said Blair. “I, in fact, 
positioned myself directly in 
front of the spear and made sure 
to mark everyone else who had a 
spear.”
Blair said that his tactics 
included making alliances with 
strong players and letting the 
weaker players eliminate each 
other so that he didn’t have to 
take unnecessary risks.
“I went out and I let the 
other people do the work in the 
game,” Blair said. “I only hit 
about four people in the entire 
game.”
All students who participat-
ed were given a Mockingjay pin 
identical to the one worn by the 
protagonist in the “The Hunger 
Games” series. As a reward for 
being the last man standing, 
Blair was given a movie poster 
signed by the cast.
“As a collector of things, 
I might decide to keep it [un-
opened],” said Blair. “I’ll prob-
ably give it to a friend of mine 
back home. He’s ridiculously ob-
sessed with the Hunger Games.”
Though only 30 students 
were selected to participate in 
the event, many students came 
just to spectate.
“I think this event had a re-
ally, really good turnout,” said 
Blair. “I really hope to see them 
do this again.”
First ‘Hunger Games’ event hosted by IRHA on campus
Blake Lanser/Iowa State Daily
As a part of Inter-Residence Hall Association week, students participated in a mock version of The Hunger Games, 
where students fought with larping supplies. Junior, Shane Blair was the winner of the games.
By Dalton.Bergan
@iowastatedaily.com
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Editorial
Last month, famed data journalist 
Nate Silver branched out in his own web-
site, fivethirtyeight.com, under the owner-
ship of ESPN, more commonly known for 
its sports coverage. 
Silver is largely known for his politi-
cal coverage, merging information from 
various polls to come up with his own 
election predictions.
Silver has been working under the 
banner of fivethirtyeight for some time, 
formerly for the New York Times. It was 
here that he became somewhat of a public 
figure, correctly predicting the outcomes 
of all 50 states in the 2012 presidential 
election. 
Despite this achievement, Silver has 
maintained that the presidential election 
predictions were but a small part of his 
and his team’s work.
As fivethirtyeight’s manifesto clearly 
states, the company is intended to be a 
symbiosis of data and journalism. For 
those of us used to news-like programs 
which sensationalize anything and ev-
erything possible, it is refreshing to see so 
much attention being paid to backing up 
claims and stories with good, hard facts.
At this point, fivethirtyeight may 
sound like a hub for the nerdier among 
us, likely inaccessible to the vast majority 
of internet browsers. 
In reality, though, the site maintains 
several distinct categories of content, 
from the drier political stories to sports 
coverage to more lifestyle-geared articles.
Sometimes these cover serious top-
ics, and sometimes they don’t, such as the 
statistical analysis published about the 
artistic works of Bob Ross, known for his 
Happy Trees television program.
Apart from these subjects, fivethir-
tyeight brings a data-friendly mindset 
to topics covered extensively by political 
pundits and politicians, such as climate 
change. 
One of the first stories fivethirtyeight 
published was an analysis of the rising 
cost of natural disasters, and how such 
costs are not related to anthropogenic 
climate change.
This drew considerable criticism for 
a variety of reasons, and in response to 
that criticism, Silver did what few public 
figures actually do: he listened, and made 
appropriate adjustments. 
Taking the large number of con-
sumers in disagreement as somewhat 
of a challenge, Silver commissioned a 
response from Kerry Emanuel, a climate 
scientist at MIT.
It truly is an odd sight to see a public 
figure not only admit that they may well 
have been wrong, but to actively support 
finding the truth, regardless of whether or 
not it agrees with their original position.
What makes fivethirtyeight different, 
though, really is their focus on correctly 
using and interpreting large volumes of 
data and information. 
Since most of us have a skeptical view 
of statistics, if not an outright fear, this 
can be extremely rare.
The world is full of information. That 
information is largely unavailable to us, 
however. 
Every now and then, some people 
come along who can tell the rest of us 
what the information means, effectively 
decoding the events of our world. 
This skill and the value it holds 
should never be overlooked, especially re-
garding important topics that affect us all.
Every one of us living in a society 
such as ours should value journalism, 
and value journalism done effectively and 
with integrity. 
So far, it appears as though the writ-
ers over at fivethirtyeight are doing both, 
with a hefty dose of data thrown into the 
mix. Fivethirtyeight is merely one source 
of news, however. 
Silver and his colleagues have bet on 
the idea that readers really do want more 
than scandals and a smattering of pos-
sibly relevant facts. Since all businesses 
rely on giving consumers what they ask 
for, we all collectively have the ability to 
demand a better news industry. Hopefully 
in the near future such news organiza-
tions will become the norm, rather than 
the outliers.
Have you looked at the 
backside of your ISU ID card 
lately? I suggest you flip it 
over and read through it now. 
I am giving you this warning 
because one phrase hidden 
there among the rest of the 
fine print — “This card is 
non-transferable” — is ap-
parently an implicit agree-
ment to receive punitive 
treatment at the drop of a 
hat.
I’ll explain my run-in 
with the fine print. Over 
Easter weekend, I visited 
home, as I’m sure many 
students did. Unfortunately, 
in my frenzy to pack up and 
leave for Ames on time, I left 
my wallet at home. Anyone 
can understand why this is a 
hassle and ISU students will 
understand why the problem 
might be compounded. That 
ISU ID card in my wallet acts 
as more than just an ID. That 
card is my meal ticket, my 
bus pass, my library card, my 
access key to my residence 
hall and my laundry tokens. 
For some students, it’s even 
their punch card for timing 
in and out of work shifts. 
Perhaps the biggest commit-
ment, some students even 
use their ID card as a debit 
card hooked up directly to 
their bank account. It’s not 
easy to survive on campus 
without it and losing it is a 
stressful event, as anyone 
who has lost theirs knows.
I was going to receive 
my wallet in the mail as soon 
as it could be shipped, so I 
didn’t bother to get a new 
ID printed. It would take 
significant effort, but most 
problems could be worked 
around. I didn’t have any 
exams until finals, so I didn’t 
desperately need the library 
to study. I could walk to 
classes and didn’t need to 
take a bus off campus for 
any reason. I could stay in 
my dorm room once the 
halls were locked and use 
the main doors during the 
day. There was even a simple 
solution for dining: using 
ISU Webfood. Although it is 
generally required to show 
your ID when picking up 
Webfood, the student work-
ers were understanding when 
I explained that I had left my 
wallet at home, and show-
ing the email with my order 
number sufficed.
Unfortunately, ISU Rec 
Services is not as forgiving. 
When I have a rough day — 
and losing your ID leads to 
a rough day — I like to deal 
out the pent up stress at the 
gym. It’s a constructive way 
to get rid of unwanted ag-
gression. My girlfriend likes 
to encourage me going to the 
gym for any reason, and not 
only wanted to work out with 
me that night, but also kindly 
asked her younger sister if we 
could borrow her ID. This is 
when that “non-transferable” 
problem comes into play. 
Being unaware of that fine 
print warning, I thought it 
would be simple enough to 
swipe through the turnstile at 
State Gym, burn a few calo-
ries for half an hour and then 
go to sleep more relaxed.
I had taken fewer than 
three steps into State Gym 
when I was asked to come 
over to the front desk. The 
attendant asked to see the 
ID card I was using. As I 
handed it to him, I explained 
openly that I was borrowing a 
friend’s ID because I had left 
mine at home, although I had 
paid my Rec Services fee [as 
all students do automatically 
on their U-bill]. The student 
worker informed me that this 
was against policy. I apolo-
gized for unknowingly break-
ing this rule and said I’d head 
home. However, that’s not 
enough for ISU Rec Services. 
It is their policy to act harshly 
on this first-strike offense. 
The card was confiscated and 
would not be returned until a 
supervisor was able to handle 
the matter. Since this all oc-
curred at 11 in the evening, it 
was obvious there would be 
no quick solution.
I was already going 
through a world of hurt 
because I didn’t have my ID 
card. Now, through the in-
significant actions of a single 
card swipe, a second student 
would be without their ID. 
Because I had wanted to 
work out for 30 minutes and 
even though once explained 
to me, I understood and was 
willing to leave, because of 
that simple mistake now a 
19-year-old girl would have 
her gym pass confiscated. 
This might be understand-
able if it was just a gym pass 
and wasn’t also her only 
access to the library, her job, 
clean clothes, food, mobil-
ity and shelter on campus. 
The punishment was and is 
completely mismatched to 
the “crime.”
I should also note that 
before writing this opinion 
piece, I thought I’d take the 
mature action and talk to the 
Rec Services Administration 
Office first. After explaining 
my situation and why I felt 
the punishment was a bit se-
vere, they joyfully confirmed 
that ISU Rec Services did 
indeed think it was a perfect-
ly acceptable punishment. 
They then went on to add 
that in addition to the card 
confiscation, when my friend 
finally did come to retrieve 
her card, she would have to 
sit down with a supervisor, 
receive a lecture on card 
use and finally there would 
be a warning affixed to her 
account for the remainder of 
her time at ISU.
Don’t make the same 
mistake I did, fellow ISU 
students. Be wary of the fine 
print on the back of your 
ID card and read the small 
notifications posted around 
campus. Otherwise the “ser-
vices” here at Iowa State are 
all too happy to help you get 
burned.
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Incredibly thin runway models are on their way out with the growing popularity of using regular-sized people without retouching photos. 
Clothing stores like Aerie, ModCloth, Coach and Lululemon have been using different campaigns to showcase their products in real life.
The airbrushed models in maga-zines and their hilarious, yet sad-dening “Photoshop fails” are not 
exactly new discoveries. The fact that 
magazine executives make millions of 
dollars from distorting reality and sub-
sequently changing people’s percep-
tions of human bodies isn’t exactly the 
latest controversy. Society is fully aware 
of how models’ bodies are “fixed” in the 
magazine industry, and yet it has be-
come so normal to us, that we continue 
to sit idly by while the real “normal” is 
replaced with “digitally enhanced.”
But the bodies people are used to 
seeing outside the magazines — bod-
ies of all shapes and sizes — don’t have 
to be forgotten, and they don’t have 
to remain strictly outside the realm 
of fashion. Many stores and brands 
are beginning to realize that inviting 
in everyday people to show off their 
clothes might actually be the best way 
to sell those clothes — whether they’re 
concerned about everyone’s horrible 
body image or not. Though not every 
store has adopted this strategy for sales, 
the positive consumer reaction and 
benefit to shoppers’ self-esteems would 
be worth the change in advertising.
Back in January of this year, 
American Eagle’s smaller spin-off 
lingerie store, Aerie, announced a new 
advertising campaign called “Aerie 
Real” involving photos of their models 
that hadn’t been retouched. Though the 
models were certainly in better shape 
than many average women, the tiny 
“flaws” that appear on every woman’s 
body [wrinkles, rolls, dimples, lines, 
freckles and armpit fat] were all left 
in their places on the models’ bodies. 
Originally created to “challenge super-
model standards,” Aerie Real has since 
spawned #aerieReal, a feature of their 
website that allows shoppers to upload 
Instagram photos of themselves wear-
ing the Aerie clothes.
This “style gallery” idea has been 
used by a number of other stores as 
well. The popular online vintage cloth-
ing store ModCloth not only allows 
users to upload pictures of themselves 
showing off their purchases, but also 
enables photos to be a feature of the 
review process, allowing buyers to hate 
or praise the clothes with picture evi-
dence. Likewise, Out of Print Clothing, 
an online store that sells book-related 
clothing and accessories, put a literary 
twist on their “style gallery” by dubbing 
that section “What’s Your Story?”
A wide range of stores and brands 
— from Coach to Lululemon — have 
embraced using regular people in their 
advertising campaigns. But this is no 
coincidence. According to the Wall 
Street Journal, more and more brands 
are looking to connect with buyers. 
The article showed that buyers are 
more willing to consider purchasing 
something if they see it on a regular 
person instead of an unusually perfect 
model. The photos of models tend to 
show how the clothes look like on a 
Photoshopped person, not how the 
clothes would look on a regular, un-
retouched person.
But, buyers’ lean toward the “nor-
mal” model is exactly the reaction they 
should be having. For too many years, 
companies have believed that putting 
their product on a “perfect” human 
specimen would entice consumers to 
yearn for their items, but it has instead 
turned into a multi-million dollar 
industry that uses poor self-esteem 
as a marketing tool. With 91 percent 
of women and at least 45 percent of 
Western men unhappy with their 
bodies, it is vitally important that the 
fashion industry learn to embrace this 
new, “regular” style of advertising.
It has become blatantly obvious in 
the last few years that the models we 
see in magazines or in advertisements 
are not even the same models we would 
see in person. Comedian and TV host 
Ellen DeGeneres even poked fun at one 
Photoshop fail recently by having her 
model guest use long fake arms to point 
out just how unrealistic these compa-
nies are making models look. Though 
we are expected to look up to models as 
perfect examples of the human body, 
not even the models can live up to fash-
ion industry expectations.
There is no perfect specimen of the 
human body. And while physical fitness 
is certainly a good sign of health, it is 
important that people learn to love and 
respect their bodies in whatever form 
they take. Being model-thin is just as 
acceptable a body shape as any, but 
that body type should not monopolize 
the fashion industry — nor should any 
single body type. It is time the fashion 
industry learned to embrace the diver-
sity of the human body and implement 
these style gallery or un-retouched 
campaigns. If they would let us look at 
ourselves, they would find that we don’t 
need a role-“model” to look up to, but 
that we are perfect enough models for 
ourselves.
Accept every body type for fashion
By Kesley.Cummings
@iowastatedaily.com
Letter to the editor
Tom Mlynarczyk, senior in 
mechanical engineering
Rec services offers no grace for lost card
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Most famous for 
The Comedy Central 
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Trump, and Charlie 
Sheen. Also seen on 
Conan, The Tonight 
Show with Jay Leno, 
Jimmy Kimmel Live 
and Late Night With 
Jimmy Fallon.
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Let’s think for a mo-ment about the correlation between 
TV watching and increas-
ing rates of obesity. There 
is direct relationship be-
tween increasing hours of 
screen time and increased 
body weight, obviously 
due to the decrease in 
physical activity. So now, 
let’s combine these into a 
lethal combination … out-
rageous food shows. “Man 
v. Food,” “Outrageous 
Food,” along with “Diners, 
Drive-ins and Dives,” are 
all entertaining and fun 
to watch but they are not 
fostering healthy habits in 
eating, exercise or distri-
bution of food. Despite the 
mouth-watering enter-
tainment, there are more 
negatives than positives in 
this super-sized dilemma.
First of all, these types 
of shows are teaching bad 
eating habits. If you have 
ever watched these types 
of shows, you will have no-
ticed that the eating chal-
lenges are never 5 pounds 
of carrots and ranch 
dressing or 3 buckets of 
house salad. More com-
monly, the food challenges 
are things like a 5 pound 
burrito or the equivalent 
of 16 cheeseburgers. Not 
only is the volume of food 
crazy, but the time limits 
commonly attached to the 
dishes are much too short 
for proper digestion. The 
plates are full of saturated 
fat-laded beef and cheese, 
trans fatty French fries 
[although there have been 
strides in reducing this fat] 
and sky-scraping sodium 
levels. 
These nutrients are 
common in fast food and 
restaurant dishes and 
together are contributing 
to the large numbers of 
obese individuals. Over 
consumption of saturated 
fat and cholesterol from 
animal products, cheese 
and other dairy products 
can lead the buildup of 
plaque in the arteries and 
atherosclerosis, along 
with heart disease and 
other serious cardiovas-
cular diseases. Trans fat 
in never good for you, as 
the news has made clear 
in the past couple of years 
and sodium is infamous 
for increasing the risk of 
hypertension and serious 
health complications.
The aforemen-
tioned nutrients are 
already harmful enough 
in normal, average-
sized portions, let alone 
ridiculous super-sized 
ones. Considering the 
stomach can comfortably 
hold a liter of food, these 
challenges far exceed that 
limit and for that reason 
are detrimental to health. 
Of course, people will say 
that “It’s only a once-in-a-
while thing” and you just 
have to work out to burn 
it. 
However, most people 
will overindulge more than 
once in a while. Especially 
in our culture today, 
people will eat out more 
than once or twice a week, 
consume the large res-
taurant portions and thus 
probably would not think 
twice about taking on an 
outrageous food chal-
lenge. And as for burning 
the meal off, that is hardly 
realistic or manageable. 
Those burger, burrito and 
hot wing plates can easily 
have 2,000+ calories. It 
would take approximately 
4 hours of jogging to burn 
that off. So if someone is 
prepared to run a mara-
thon after their indulgence 
… more power to him or 
her.
Besides the health 
and habit formation of the 
viewers, it is important 
to consider the health of 
the TV show hosts. Man 
v. Food was canceled and 
the producer was cited 
wanting to ensure the 
Adam Richman’s health, 
which implies that the 
events of the show were 
causing harm to his well-
being. Well, if you were 
paid to go from city to city 
eating things called the 
“heart-clogger” or some 
derivative of that, it is easy 
to understand why.
Moreover, there is 
some ethical and moral 
problems with the shows 
as well. Alton Brown from 
the Food Network is quot-
ed as calling the show “dis-
gusting,” and saying, “The 
show is about gluttony, 
and gluttony is wrong. 
It’s wasteful. Think about 
people that are starving 
to death and think about 
that show. I think it’s an 
embarrassment.”
In a less extreme view, 
TV critic Alan Sepinwall 
thinks that “It ain’t deep, 
and it certainly ain’t 
healthy [I could feel my 
arteries clog just from 
watching], but it’s fun.” I 
think most people would 
tend to hold similar views 
with Sepinwall, main-
taining that it is just a TV 
show and its purpose is to 
entertain, advertise local 
restaurants, etc. But in 
a more world-conscious 
view, Brown is right. There 
are people starving in 
developing countries and 
even down the street at 
the local homeless shelter, 
wondering where their 
next meal will come from 
and here we are sitting on 
the couch, watching a host 
gorge himself on copi-
ous amounts of food. It is 
rather sick irony.
It reminds me of 
the scene in “Catching 
Fire” when Katniss and 
Peeta are at the party in 
the Capitol and the guest 
suggests Peeta drink the 
substance that will allow 
him to vomit everything 
up so that he can keep eat-
ing the all of the offerings. 
Rather disturbing, given 
people back in District 12 
are eating squirrels and 
foraging for berries. Just a 
brief allusion but still suf-
ficient in pointing out an 
embarrassing reality in our 
culture.
If you enjoy watching 
people eat significantly 
more than the human 
body can handle, or are 
disgusted by the whole 
concept, be a little bit 
critical of these shows. 
They may be fun and 
mouth-watering but the 
underlying issues with 
them are strong. Don’t be 
subliminally persuaded 
into thinking that you 
should and can take part 
on a regular basis and 
won’t have health conse-
quences. Also, think about 
the hidden moral impli-
cations as well: If we can 
make millions of dollars 
off of a show based on 
food in excess, then surely 
we can work a little harder 
on spreading the mon-
etary and nutrient wealth.
Children that learn a sec-ond language at an early age have many benefits 
over children who are monolin-
gual. Countries all around the 
world such as China, Germany 
and many others begin to teach 
children a second language as 
soon as elementary school. Here 
in America, however, policy 
makers don’t realize the benefits 
of learning a second language. 
They seem to have the mind-
set that if the rest of the world 
is speaking English than what 
need is there for Americans to 
learn anything else?
Unfortunately, this mindset 
holds us back from becoming 
better citizens and gaining skills 
along the way. When an indi-
vidual goes through the process 
of learning a second language 
they not only learn about gram-
mar and vocabulary, but they 
also gain a better understanding 
of a culture unlike their own. 
This exposure to a new lifestyle 
and belief system can lead to 
more tolerance and acceptance 
for people from countries that 
differ from America, and if you 
ask me, tolerance is something 
many Americans lack.
In addition to becoming 
familiar with different cul-
tures, studies have shown that 
bilingual children are generally 
better problem solvers, more 
creative and have better memo-
ries. The skill set children gain 
from learning another language 
can be applied throughout their 
lives and can make learning in 
general a much easier process. 
Much like when children learn a 
new instrument, studying a sec-
ond language exercises a part of 
the brain that is often unused. 
Stimulating another part of the 
brain opens up many opportu-
nities in terms of learning capa-
bility and overall intelligence.
We often hear the distressed 
politicians talking about how 
American students stack up 
to foreign students in terms 
of math scores and literacy. 
There is a bit of panic that the 
American education system 
is lacking in terms of prepar-
ing today’s youth. In response 
to that panic our government, 
in conjunction with a team of 
educators have designed a few 
different curricula over the 
years. We all know about former 
President Bush’s “No Child Left 
Behind” policy, which had good 
intentions but failed miserably.
The latest development in 
academia is a program called 
“Common Core.” This program 
raises the standards, and is 
heavily focused on math and 
reading, it depends on stan-
dardized testing, and ambitious 
goals. So far the reviews on this 
program have been quite mixed, 
some critics claim that it is tak-
ing the joy out of learning and 
deterring many high-achieving 
students from working to their 
full potential because getting an 
A on any given test is extremely 
difficult.
When looking at both No 
Child Left Behind and Common 
Core, I see a major component 
that both of them are lack-
ing. The vital aspect in which I 
believe to be extremely impor-
tant is incorporating a foreign 
language. The hypotheses have 
been tested, and time and 
time again the results of these 
experiments tell us that learning 
a second language, especially 
at an early age has tremendous 
benefits.
The cognitive benefits 
alone should convince today’s 
policy makers and educators to 
consider incorporating a lan-
guage component in their future 
plans. Not to mention the fact 
that we live in a very intercon-
nected culture. Many employees 
are looking to hire individuals 
with versatility, and the ability 
to communicate with a foreign 
clientele base. The advantages 
bilingual individuals have are 
numerous, yet there has been 
very little push for mandating 
the teaching of a second lan-
guage in elementary or middle 
schools.
When students are young, 
they have the ability to catch 
on to a second language much 
quicker than if those same 
students were in high school or 
in college. We are doing today’s 
youth a great disservice by not 
giving them any exposure to a 
second language.
If what we want is to pro-
duce scholars and employees 
that are marketable and able to 
compete in the international 
market, it is imperative that we 
begin to teach today’s youth a 
second language early, and that 
we continue teaching them that 
language as they get older.
By Taylor.Finn
@iowastatedaily.com
Being bilingual offers more benefits than disadvantages
By Morgan.Bahl
@iowastatedaily.com
Crazy food shows provide terrible examples for health
With two wins against 
the Coyotes already under 
their belt from a double-
header earlier in the sea-
son, the Cyclones hoped it 
would be more of the same 
against the Coyotes the 
second time around.
The ISU softball team 
took on South Dakota for 
the second time this sea-
son in a doubleheader 
Tuesday after facing the 
Coyotes at the Cyclone 
Invitational in early 
February.
Iowa State and South 
Dakota split the double 
header with the Cyclones 
taking the first game in ex-
tra inning and the Coyotes 
gaining a victory in the 
second.
“It was a really good 
job,” said ISU coach Stacy 
G e m e i n h a r d t - C e s l e r. 
“Rachel [Hartman] came 
through in the seventh 
and then [Lexi Slater] in 
the eighth. The pitchers 
threw well enough to win. 
I just thought the second 
game we could have done 
a lot better than what we 
did. We had too many hits 
for not enough runs.”
At the start of the first 
game, it didn’t look as 
though it would go in fa-
vor of the Cyclones. Going 
into the fourth inning, 
South Dakota was ahead 
2-0. In the fourth inning, 
the Coyotes hit a two-run 
home run and improved 
their lead to 4-0.
The Cyclones were 
not going to give up quite 
yet, however.
Moving on to the bot-
tom of the fifth inning, 
Hartman hit a double and 
batted in Slater. Next up 
to bat was first baseman 
Jorden Spendlove, who 
hit a line drive up the first 
baseline and drove in an-
other run in sophomore 
left fielder Aly Cappaert to 
make the score 4-3.
At the bottom of the 
seventh, Hartman hit a 
home run over the cen-
ter field wall to tie up the 
game 5-5 and force extra 
innings.
The eighth inning was 
three up and three down 
for South Dakota, and it 
was all Cyclones during 
the inning. Slater came 
up with the winning hit, 
which led infielder Maddie 
Reese into home for a 6-5 
victory.
Slater thought the first 
game victory was good 
motivation for her team 
going into the second 
game.
“It felt good. I thought 
it was a good pumper-
upper,” Slater said. “It’s al-
ways fun to win in the bot-
tom of the [eighth].”
The first game 
Tuesday was the third 
game this season that 
Iowa State has won in ex-
tra innings.
Gemeinhardt-Cesler 
said she was happy with 
her team after the first 
game, but she could not 
say as much for the sec-
ond game. The second 
game went differently, as 
the Cyclones lost 12-3.
“I think we just didn’t 
come out attacking. We 
had like 11 hits and didn’t 
string the hits together 
which has been our prob-
lem lately not just in this 
game,” Slater said. “When 
you hit 11 hits and only 
score three runs it’s going 
to kill you every time.”
Cappaert believes her 
team needs to come out 
and execute their plays if 
they want to have a chance 
Wednesday against in-
state rival Iowa.
“We need to execute. 
Playing like we know how 
and just come out attack-
ing them,” Cappaert said. 
“I just know it’s going to 
be a really good game. The 
Cy-Hawk series is always a 
really good game.”
Iowa State will take on 
Iowa at 4 p.m. Wednesday 
at home in the Cy-Hawk 
Series.
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Two weeks, two tourna-
ments and two matches against 
teams from last year’s top-20 
for the ISU volleyball team. The 
spring exhibition season is now 
over for Iowa State, who won’t 
see competition again until its 
late-May trip across the pond for 
a European tour.
The spring season has 
served as a way for ISU coach 
Christy Johnson-Lynch to mea-
sure her team’s offseason growth 
and get an idea of what her line-
ups might look like come fall, 
when the regular season begins.
“I think we’re in a better 
place because going into spring 
I had no idea [what our rota-
tions would be],” Johnson-Lynch 
said. “Some things are starting 
to work themselves out … It’s 
really shown us who’s ready to 
play at that level and who’s go-
ing to step up against the better 
competition.”
One of the players that 
stood out to Johnson-Lynch over 
the course of the spring season 
was right-side hitter Mackenzie 
Bigbee. Last season, Bigbee tal-
lied double-digit kills in 19-of-28 
matches en route to a team-high 
324 kills on the season.
Now preparing for her ju-
nior season, Bigbee said she has 
seen the team make progress in 
some key areas over the last few 
weeks.
“Throughout the spring I 
think we’ve made big strides in 
our passing and defense,” Bigbee 
said. “Our hitters, we’ve been 
making better shot selections.”
Passing was Johnson-
Lynch’s biggest point of empha-
sis heading into the spring sea-
son and is an area she said the 
Cyclones “really improved” in.
One of team’s best passers 
this spring was Suzanne Horner, 
a setter who transferred to Iowa 
State at the semester break af-
ter playing her freshman year 
at Mississippi State last fall. At 
MSU, Horner started 30 matches 
and racked up 978 assists.
In the final two matches 
of the spring season, against 
Creighton and Nebraska, Horner 
tallied 91 assists. 
At that pace, Horner would 
land in the 4-spot on Iowa State’s 
all-time assist leaders in just 
three years of wearing cardinal 
and gold.
Before she gets there, 
though, Horner said she’s work-
ing to develop a rhythm of a new 
group of hitters.
“In setting I feel like I’ve 
grown a lot. I’ve never really had 
any formal setter training so 
having that has been really nice,” 
Horner said. “Mainly, now, I’m 
just working on my tempo and 
my connection with the hitters.”
The spring season, particu-
larly the final match against pe-
rennial powerhouse Nebraska, 
also showed the Cyclones where 
improvement is needed through-
out the rest of the offseason.
The biggest concern, 
Johnson-Lynch said, is becom-
ing more aggressive down the 
stretch of every set. Bigbee also 
thought Iowa State could do 
more to impose its will on op-
ponents and noted that it will be 
necessary if the Cyclones want to 
contend with high-level teams.
“We didn’t really have the 
fire that you need [against 
Nebraska],” Bigbee said. “We 
really need to work on having 
that drive every point for the 
full set, not just a couple times. 
Individually, we just need to 
mentally assess how we can do 
that.”
If the Cyclones have learned 
anything this spring, it’s that 
they have the ability to compete 
with any team. To do that on a 
regular basis, though, Johnson-
Lynch said her team will have to 
come together and be just that 
— a team.
“I think if you look player by 
player at each position, individ-
ually I think we’re very talented,” 
Johnson-Lynch said. “Tonight 
[April 19] we weren’t better as a 
group than we are as individuals. 
I think that’s all about mental 
toughness and working on put-
ting the team before self.”
At the end of 2012, ISU 
coach Malcom Robertson 
sat down with his players 
to make a deal. If they gave 
him 100 percent, he would 
do whatever he could to 
help them achieve their 
goal of reaching nationals.
Prior to this meeting, 
Robertson said morale was 
low within the ranks of the 
ISU Men’s Rugby Club, and 
the team was not in a good 
place. The club was able to 
reverse this by keeping its 
promise to Robertson to 
commit to the program.
And on April 26 to 
April 27 in Bowling Green, 
Ohio, the club will see its 
ambition to compete in 
the Division I AA National 
Rugby Championship be-
come a reality.
“It was reaching for 
the stars, especially for 
where we were at the time,” 
Robertson said. “The team, 
though, has stood up to 
its end of the bargain and 
I have stood up to my end 
of the bargain, and here we 
are 18 months later.”
The club earned its 
spot in the tournament 
with an at-large bid and will 
face Bowling Green in the 
first round. If the Cyclones 
beat Bowling Green, they 
will move on to play the 
winner of Missouri and 
Middle Tennessee State in 
the quarter finals the fol-
lowing day. A win in the 
quarter finals will advance 
Iowa State to the semifinals 
on May 10.
In its first ever appear-
ance in this tournament, 
the club will have switch 
to a style of rugby different 
than what is has been used 
all season because of two 
members — Brandon Bay 
and Benjamin Sauer — be-
ing unable to attend.
Sauer, who plays fly 
half, will be replaced by 
Matt Vermillion. Vermillion 
plays a more physical type 
of rugby compared to 
Sauer’s agility and strategic 
approach.
“A lot of guys are going 
to have to wear different 
hats than they are used go-
ing into nationals since we 
are losing [Bay and Sauer] 
and going have to change 
up our style of play” said 
Club President Anthony 
Frein.
For Frein, having to 
adopt an altered game plan 
is not the biggest downside 
of losing Bay and Sauer.
“Those two are two of 
our key leaders,” Frein said. 
“They have both played at 
a high level before. That 
is going to be the hardest 
thing, just trying to figure 
out who will fill their lead-
ership roles on the field.”
Team Captain Allen 
Tessmer said if the 
Cyclones are going to win 
against Bowling Green and 
make a run at nationals, 
they will have to be men-
tally prepared.
“We are treating this 
as just another match,” 
Tessmer said. “If we over-
think it, it will screw us 
over. We have been hav-
ing some mental lapses, so 
just treating this as another 
game we help us not over-
think or analyze it.”
Even if the Cyclones 
fail to move on at nation-
als, Robertson is not wor-
ried about the future of the 
club, as every member of 
the team but Tessmer will 
be returning next season.
“I will lose my captain. 
He is the only person I have 
graduating this semester,” 
Robertson said. “So, I will 
have the same team again 
next year, and I have never 
in ten years of coaching 
had this happen before. 
There are great possibilities 
for next season as well.”
By Will.Musgrove
@iowastatedaily.com
Rugby club earns spot in national competition
By Harrison.March
@iowastatedaily.com
Volleyball reflects on spring season, prepares for fall
Kyle Schlichting/Iowa State Daily
Junior Matt Vermillion catches the ball during the rugby team’s practice on Tuesday at the Southwest Athletic Complex. The 
rugby club will compete Saturday and Sunday in Bowling Green, Ohio at the Division I AA National Rugby Championship.
Yanhua Huang/Iowa State Daily
Sophomore Suzanne Horner sets the ball in Iowa State’s 4-0 loss to Nebraska on Saturday at Hilton Coliseum. 
Horner, a transfer from Mississippi State, competed for the first time with Iowa State during the spring season.
Brian Achenbach/Iowa State Daily
Junior Lexi Slater relays the ball to an infielder during Iowa State’s 6-5 win against South Da-
kota in the first game of their doubleheader Tuesday at the Cyclone Sports Complex.
By Rachel.Anderson
@iowastatedaily.com
ISU splits with South Dakota in 
doubleheader, readies for Iowa
Water Plant Open House
Saturday, April 26, 2014
300 E. 5th Street
10a.m. to 2p.m.
Water & Pollution Control
300 E. 5th Street - 515.239.5150
www.cityofames.org/water
 
To help celebrate the Ames sesquicentennial,
the open house will showcase
more than 100 years of providing
water to Ames residents. As the City of
Ames prepares to break ground on a
new water treatment plant, this open
house may be the last one held at this
location.
Displays will share plans and details
about the new water plant at 1800
13th St., which is scheduled to open in
2017. The Water Plant Open House will
demonstrate how Ames water has
been a smart choice since 1891!
Family Fun, for FREE!
Giveaways
Kids’ Stuff
Tours
Demonstrations
Snacks
Meet Staff
Family Fun
Learn about:
Your Water
Ames Water History
New Water Plant
Treatment Process
Water Meters
Bottled vs. Tap
Lab Testing
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Ingredients:  
 ■ 1 pound fresh asparagus
 ■ 1 tablespoon olive oil
 ■ 1 blood orange, juiced and zested
 ■ 1 tablespoon pure maple syrup
 ■ 2 teaspoons kosher salt, divided
 ■ 2 teaspoons balsamic vinegar
 ■ 1 tablespoon butter, cubed
 ■ Black pepper
Directions:  
Wash and trim the asparagus spears, 
making sure to snap off the woody ends. 
Drizzle with olive oil and sprinkle with salt.
Heat grill to medium heat.
Grill asparagus, turning occasionally, 
until crisp-tender and outsides start to 
char.
In a small saucepan over medium 
heat, combine orange juice, half of the 
orange zest, maple syrup, remaining salt, 
balsamic vinegar and pepper. Heat until 
salt has dissolved. Remove from heat and 
add in butter. Whisk continually until but-
ter has melted. Immediately drizzle over 
grilled asparagus.
Sprinkle with remaining orange zest 
and additional salt and pepper if desired.
By Lauren Grant
AmesEats Flavors
Top grilled asparagus 
with blood orange glaze 
for friends in summer
Blood oranges give this 
classic drink a new flavor. The 
bright red color makes this 
drink stand out from all of the 
others. 
Pick out blood oranges 
that are firm and have no soft 
spots. If you can’t seem to find 
blood oranges regular orang-
es work as well. 
Ingredients:
 ■ 2 ounces gin
 ■ 1 ounce fresh blood orange juice 
 ■ 1 tablespoon orange simple 
syrup
 ■ Club soda
Directions:
Combine the gin, orange 
juice and sugar in a shaker 
half-filled with ice cubes. 
Shake well and strain into a 
tall glass. Top off with club 
soda and garnish with an or-
ange slice.
Ingredients:
 ■ Orange simple syrup
 ■ 1/2 cup water
 ■ 1/4 cup sugar
 ■ Juice of one blood orange
 Directions:
Combine all ingredients 
in a small sauce pan over me-
dium heat. Heat until sugar is 
dissolved. Remove from heat 
and let cool.
 
Variation:
 Trade the gin with some 
bourbon, a few dashes of bit-
ters, large orange peel and a 
big ice cube. Serve in a short 
glass.
Not a fan of tangy oranges but still want 
to gain their health benefits?  Try blood or-
anges, which are a sweeter version with a hint 
of berry flavor. 
They’ve become a popular trend this 
year, and because they are grown during the 
winter and spring seasons, now is the best 
time to try them.
Just like regular oranges, they contain 
plenty of beneficial nutrients such as vitamin 
A, vitamin C, and fiber. 
In addition, they also contain anthocya-
nins, which are pigments that give them their 
reddish color. These pigments contain anti-
oxidant properties, making them capable of 
reducing certain health risks.
Blood oranges can be found at select 
grocery stores and farmer’s markets. Picking 
them out can be tricky, but it is best to choose 
ones that are firm and heavy without soft 
spots. 
As for storage, they should either be kept 
somewhere in the kitchen at room tempera-
ture for two to three days or stored in the re-
frigerator for up to two weeks.
See for yourself why blood oranges have 
become so popular and try them within the 
next month while they’re still in season. Eat 
them plain, add them to salads, beverages 
or use them in place of acidic ingredients in 
your favorite recipes and enjoy!
The big date is almost here for 
graduating seniors. With high expec-
tations  for nice picnic weather on the 
weekend of May 9-11, picnic shelters 
have been booking up fast. If you 
plan to graduate and celebrate with 
a picnic in the spring of 2015, now is 
the time to get your reservation in!
When choosing a park in Ames, 
consider how many people are in 
your group and if you want a woodsy 
area surrounded by trees, open grass 
space or a lake to enjoy.
The most popular parks in Ames 
include:
Ada Hayden Heritage Park, 5205 
N. Grand Ave.
 ■ Park Hours: 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
 ■ Lake, open green space, prairies
 ■ Covered shelters [not reservable]
 ■ Picnic tables, grills, restrooms, walking 
paths, paved bike paths
 ■ Fishing and boating [electric motors only] 
are allowed
 ■ Lighted, handicap accessible
Brookside Park, 1325 6th St.
 ■ Park Hours: 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
 ■ Open green space and wooded area
 ■ Maple, Hickory and Linden Shelters —
reservation required
 ■ Picnic tables, grills, restrooms, walking 
paths
 ■ Playground, tennis courts, basketball 
courts, sand volleyball courts
Daley Park and Greenbelt, 340 
Wilder Blvd.
 ■ Park Hours: 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
 ■ Open green space
 ■ Daley Shelter – reservation required 
[alcohol-free facility]
 ■ Restrooms, walking path, paved bike path
 ■ Basketball court, playground
 ■ Lighted, handicap accessible
Emma McCarthy Lee Park, west 
of Hyland, south of Ross Road
 ■ Park Hours: 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
 ■ Open green space and wooded area
 ■ Crab Apple and Butternut Shelters –
reservation required
 ■ Picnic tables, grills, electrical outlets, 
restrooms
 ■ Playground, tennis courts, sand volleyball 
courts
 ■ Lighted, handicap accessible
Inis Grove Park, 2500 Duff Ave.
 ■ Park Hours: 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
 ■ Open green space and wooded area
 ■ Red Oak, Walnut, and Shagbark Shelters – 
reservation required
 ■ Picnic tables, restrooms, grills, electrical 
outlets
 ■ Playground, horseshoes, basketball courts, 
nature area
 ■ Lighted, handicap accessible
Moore Memorial Park, 3050 
Northridge Parkway
 ■ Park Hours: 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
 ■ Open green space
 ■ Big Bluestem and Coneflower Shelters – 
reservation required
 ■ Picnic tables, restrooms, grills, electrical 
outlets
 ■ Playground, walking path, paved biking 
path, nature area
 ■ Lighted, handicap accessible
River Valley Park, 725 E 13th St.
 ■ Park Hours: 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
 ■ Open green space and wooded area
 ■ Hawthorn and Cottonwood Shelters – 
reservation required
 ■ Picnic tables, electrical outlets, restrooms, 
nature area
 ■ Playground, sand volleyball courts, 
horseshoes
 ■ Lighted, handicap accessible
For more information about 
Ames parks, please visit the Ames 
Parks & Recreation website.
By Cynthia Gaunt
AmesEats Flavors
Picnic in the park
By Amanda Bennett
AmesEats Flavors
Ingredient of the Month: 
Blood Oranges
Drink a blood orange blossom
By Lauren Grant
AmesEats Flavors
Lauren Grant/Iowa State Daily
Using the juice from blood or-
anges creates a deeper orange 
color for this light and refresh-
ing beverage. Regular oranges 
work as well.
Lauren Grant/Iowa State Daily
Blood oranges are sweeter than oranges and are 
in season and found in most grocery stores.
• Full-time professional     
  management staff
• Free HEAT, TV, & 
  INTERNET SERVICE
• 1,100+ apartments
• Free online payment 
  service
• Most properties “owner” 
  managed
• Numerous Ames locations 515.233.4440
www.hunziker.com
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
•Sorority
& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 27 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
• RENTALS: Guaranteed Your Deposit Back!
56 Beers on Tap
Pool, Darts, 
Pinball and
 Live Music
127 Main St.  233-5084
 
 
 
 
 
 
Open Tues. - Sat. @ 4pm
Tickets can be purchased online at DGsTapHouse.com
Free Pool Sundays
Daily Drink Specials
125 Main St.  232-1528
DRAG SHOW! Ru
mble Seat Riot
Suit Zombies Us
eful Jenkins
Thursday April 24
9 pm
FREE
Friday April 25
9 pm
$5
Saturday April 26
9 pm
$10
 
Tuesday April 29
9 pm
FREE
KO &
 Bohemian Ghosts
NOW HIRING
EOE/AA
I
S
APPLY TODAY!
www.REMIOWA.com
Are you looking for a SUMMER Job?
REM Iowa 
CURRENTLY HIRING
Direct Support Staff
in Adel, Urbandale, Des Moines 
$10/hour
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Today’s Birthday 
(4/23/14) 
Mercury enters Taurus today, 
encouraging calm reflection. 
Stop and consider what 
you really want this year. 
Learning comes easier, and 
communications builds 
partnership, collaboration and 
community. Research, travel and 
explore over springtime. Physical 
efforts (exercise, digging in the 
dirt, building and crafting) reap 
rewards. Creativity inspires home 
improvements after August. 
Career and finances thrive with 
organization. 
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 
0 the most challenging.
Aries 
(March 21-April 19) 
Today is a 5 -- It’s all about 
action today (with a Grand Cross 
in cardinal signs), but the one 
who initiates loses. Test before 
pushing ahead. It could get 
tense. Watch your step! Clear out 
old branches for new growth.
Taurus 
(April 20-May 20) 
Today is a 5 -- Keep 
communications grounded in 
facts this month, with Mercury 
in Taurus. Postpone travel, risk 
and expense today. Take it slow 
to avoid accidents. Complete old 
projects, and stay flexible.
Gemini 
(May 21-June 20) 
Today is a 5 -- Keep your 
communications stable, 
consistent and solid this month. 
Provide support at home and 
work. Grab a good deal quickly. . 
Avoid risky business.
Cancer 
(June 21-July 22)
Today is a 5 -- Community and 
group efforts thrive by weaving 
together resources, talents and 
support structures over the next 
month, with Mercury in Taurus. 
Avoid distractions and upset 
today. Keep to practical facts. 
Leo 
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 5 -- Your 
communications skill advances 
your career this month. Avoid 
debate, risk or spending today, 
and maintain momentum to 
complete a project. Keep actions 
measured rather than impulsive.
Virgo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
Today is a 5 -- Gardening and 
outdoor activities satisfy this 
month, with Mercury in Taurus. 
Fall in love with a fascinating 
subject. Negotiate turns and 
maneuvers carefully. The way 
forward may seem blocked.
Libra 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
Today is a 5 -- Base financial 
decisions on fact rather than 
fantasy this month. Update plans 
and budgets with conservative 
figures. A conflict with 
regulations or authority could 
arise, impeding the action. 
Scorpio 
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
Today is a 5 -- Someone 
has a hair-trigger temper. 
Private actions go farther, 
with less friction. Dance with 
changes as they arise, without 
impulsive reactions. Mull over 
consequences first. Reassure one 
who needs support. 
Sagittarius 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
Today is a 5 -- Breakdowns 
and obstacles slow things. Get 
multiple bids for major repairs. 
Take extra care with kitchen 
utensils. With Mercury in Taurus, 
edit your communications this 
month for solid impact. 
Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
Today is a 5 -- It’s easier to 
express your love for a month 
with Mercury in Taurus. Plant 
seeds hidden in messages. 
Proceed with caution today, 
despite chaos. Old beliefs get 
challenged, obstacles arise and 
thwarted intentions distract. 
Avoid upset by working quietly. 
Don’t get singed in all the fires. 
Aquarius 
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
Today is a 5 -- With Mercury 
in Taurus for a month, have 
your home express what you 
love. Resist the temptation to 
over-spend. Reschedule travel 
and new project launches. 
Work quietly to complete a job, 
to minimize conflict. Rest and 
recharge.
Pisces 
(Feb. 19-March 20) 
Today is a 5 -- Consider the 
impact of your words before 
speaking, with Mercury in Taurus 
for a month. Ground arguments 
in fact. Avoid conflict today by 
keeping a low profile. Slow the 
pace, and anticipate resistance. 
Use discretion. Stay off the roads. 
1 Spice organizer
5 48-Across brand
9 Right-angled sup-
ports
14 K-12, to textbook 
publishers
15 Neck and neck
16 Slightly moisten
17 “The Autobiog-
raphy of Malcolm X” 
collaborator
19 Green hue
20 Camcorder button
21 Google executive 
chairman Schmidt
22 Had too much, 
briefly
23 Antlered animal
24 “The helpful place” 
sloganeer
28 Mu followers
29 Pt. of a sentence
30 Vote against
31 Certain com-
muter’s destination: 
Abbr.
32 The Belmonts 
frontman
34 1930s migrants
36 Many a circus 
employee
42 Scheherazade’s 
milieu
43 Designer St. 
Laurent
45 Tech sch. overlook-
ing the Hudson
48 Iced drink
49 “Just an update” 
letters
52 Pipe bend
53 Wayne Manor 
resident
56 Actress Peeples
57 Sasquatch cousin
58 “The Dukes of Haz-
zard” deputy
59 Mt. Sunflower is its 
highest point
60 Antacid, briefly
62 Light bulb-over-
the-head instance, 
and a hint to 17-, 24-, 
36- and 53-Across
64 When many take 
morning breaks
65 Proofreading mark
66 Winans of gospel
67 Calf-roping loop
68 Sign
69 You might steer 
one with your feet
1 Behind, or hit from 
behind
2 Christian chant
3 Inspects
4 “Kid-tested” cereal
5 Pasta or potato, e.g.
6 More slippery
7 Nut-bearing tree
8 Big name in ice 
cream
9 Wall St. deal
10 Subordinate to
11 Athletic brand 
founded by Adolf 
Dassler
12 Backslide
13 Birthplace of Berg-
man and Garbo
18 Accumulation
25 “Eso Beso” singer
26 Picnic worry
27 Turned green, say
33 Bethesda-based 
medical org.
34 Resistance unit
35 Devious
37 Field with roots 
and logs
38 __ rug
39 King with three 
daughters
40 Symbol of balance
41 Faith
44 Italicized
45 Sunglass Hut 
brand
46 Mexico’s __ Vallarta
47 Altogether
49 Fireworks highlight
50 Naval petty officers
51 “Make __”: Picard 
catchphrase
54 Movie listing 
listings
55 Bring up again?
61 What two heads 
are better than
62 Disturbance
63 Intro givers
Crossword
Across
Down
Sudoku by  the Mepham Group
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains every digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to 
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk
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